FamilyLife sent marriage and family resources rippling across the globe.

As the pandemic surfaced relational needs, FamilyLife activated our teams to create gospel-centered hope, which included:

• The airwaves weren’t impeded by the pandemic! We’ve expanded the FamilyLife program slate and increased our reach by 40% — FamilyLife is now heard in an epic reach.

• The airwaves weren’t impeded by the pandemic! We’re now reaching countries with FamilyLife® radio broadcasts.

• The airwaves weren’t impeded by the pandemic! We’ve doubled our reaches through the FamilyLife website and FamilyLife with 24/7 Bible teaching.

• FamilyLife podcast downloads on average per month.

• FamilyLife podcast network traffic.

• Average weekly listeners to FamilyLife radio programs.

• The radio program audience has doubled from the previous year!

• Despite many Weekend to Remember® cancellations, it paved the way for numerous new and updated marriage resources.

• Weekend to Remember®
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